Abstract-Shotgun sequencing has facilitated the analysis of complex microbial communities. However, clustering and visualising these communities without prior taxonomic information is a major challenge. Feature descriptor methods can be utilised to extract these taxonomic relations from the data. Here, we present a novel approach consisting of local binary patterns (LBP) coupled with randomised singular value decomposition (RSVD) and Barnes-Hut t-stochastic neighbor embedding (BH-tSNE) to highlight the underlying taxonomic structure of the metagenomic data. The effectiveness of our approach is demonstrated using several simulated and a real metagenomic datasets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Metagenomic methods aim to study the genetic information of environmental samples. They have the potential for increasing our knowledge in a variety of fields including medicine, agriculture, and ecology. The shotgun sequencing approach enables sensitive profiling of the taxonomic composition of microbial communities. Recently, utilising this approach, several methods have been suggested to reconstruct the genomic fragments of single species within a community [1] , [2] . However sequencing errors, sequence repetition, insufficient coverage, and genetic diversity can give rise to fragmented assemblies. Therefore, clustering the reconstructed genomic fragments into species-level groups is an important challenge in the analysis of the metagenomes. Clustering plays an important role in metagenomic analysis as it groups related reads or contigs. Therefore it helps in analysing any particular microbial community by identifying the underlying genomic compositions. Unsupervised clustering and visualisation of the metagenomic data is especially helpful when there is no related reference genomes or any other prior information about the taxonomic structure of the data.
A number of clustering techniques employ genomic signatures for clustering purposes. Studies have shown that speciesspecific genomic signatures extracted as features, can be used for clustering the microbial communities [3] , [4] . One such signatures include, calculating the normalised frequency of kmers (all possible subsegments of length k) of a specific size, e.g., k = 4. K-mer frequency of each sequence represents a feature vector in a high dimensional space. Across-sample coverage-profiles or a hybrid approach, with genomic signatures, are also common to describe genomic fragments [5] , [6] . Emergent self organising maps (ESOM) based clustering is one such example that uses contour boundaries to visualise the clusters [6] . Unfortunately, ESOM plots are computationally very expensive. On the other hand, methods that consider coverage across multiple samples include CONCOCT [5] and MetaBAT [7] , require a high number of samples to perform well, e.g., 50. One approach, VizBin [8] , is a referenceindependent visualisation approach that considers a single sample, however, it needs manual selection of the centroids for clustering.
The k-mer frequency feature has been extensvely used for metagenomic data analysis. However, here our aim is to use signal processing approaches that have addressed similar and highly relevant problems in various applications. For instance, feature descriptors capturing local texture changes can help segment an image into several meaningful partitions [9] , [10] . Similar methods are also common in voice activation detection and recorded audio signal segmentation [11] . However, most of the signal processing methods require numerical data as an input. Thus, in order to use the existing signal processing tools for metagenomic data analysis, genomic sequences need to be mapped into one or several numerical representations [12] . A group of such representation methods are based on biochemical or biophysical properties of DNA molecules. Later, using signal processing tools features can be extracted from these numerical representations, that can be readily given to any clustering algorithm.
In this study, we numerically represent the genomic fragments. For extracting the features from the nucleotide for numerical mapping, we use a feature descriptor called local binary patterns (LBP) in one-dimension. We assume that each genomic fragment has a texture pattern that can be extracted using LBP. For visualisation, the feature vectors need to be projected from a higher dimensional to lower dimensional space (e.g., two-dimensions). The common feature reduction techniques are: (i) linear based such as, singular value decomposition (SVD) [13] , [14] and (2) non-linear based such as, ESOMs [15] and Barnes-Hut t-Distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (BH-tSNE) [16] . Although the non-linear techniques preserve the underlying structure of the data, they are computationally expensive. Therefore, we have used randomised SVD (RSVD) [17] to first reduce the higher dimension to obtain "eigengenome" information [18] in a shorter time. Finally, there eigengenome features are given as an input to BH-tSNE for visualising the metagenomic dataset.
Our contributions can thus be summarised as follows:
• Novel use of LBP for extracting species specific genomic signatures. Although LBP has been used extensively as a feature descriptor in the fields of image, speech, and signal processing, its application to analyse metagenomic data is novel.
• Novel use of nucleotide mapping. Since various representations of nucleotide representations carry different properties of a genomic sequence, a combination of properties can improve the discriminating properties between sequences. Therefore, we have designed a nucleotide map that uses a combination of Electron-ion interaction potentials (EIIP), atomic, and paired nucleotide representations.
• Proposal of LBP+RSVD+BH-tSNE pipeline. LBP captures the descriptive information from the genomic sequences, while RSVD captures the eigengenome information in fewer dimensions, that can be readily given to BH-tSNE algorithm for visualisation.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this section we present our methodological pipeline ( Fig. 1 ). We numerically represent the genomic fragments using three nucleotide mapping. After that LBP is used to extract features from these numerical representations. RSVD is then used to reduce the dimensions of the LBP feature vectors by capturing the eigengenome information. BH-tSNE is then used to map RSVD features on to a two-dimensional space for visualisation. For quantitatively evaluating the visualisation performance, we cluster the BH-tSNE projected data using kmeans++ algorithm and calculate the rand index between the k-means++ assigned labels and the original labels. 
A. The Nucleotide Mapping
The common methods to numerically represent the genomic reads can be categorised into two groups: (1) assigning an arbitrary value to each letter A, C, G, and T of the nucleotide sequence. Voss representation [19] and two and four bit binary representations [20] , [21] can be considered as examples of this group. (2) defining numerical representations that correspond to certain biochemical or biophysical properties of the DNA molecules. EIIP [22] , paired nucleotide representations [23] , and atomic representations [24] are examples of this group.
Since various representations carry different properties (texture patterns) of each sequence, a combination can improve comparisons. Therefore, we designed a nucleotide mapping that uses a combination of EIIP, atomic, and paired nucleotide representations. Table I shows the value assigned to each nucleotide in each of the representations. Fig. 2 shows an example of mapping a nucleotide sequence to three numerical vectors. 
B. Local Binary Patterns
LBP has gained significant popularity in the field of image, speech, and signal processing [25] . Using LBP, each twodimensional window is mapped to a binary number with a fixed length. LBP codes illustrate the data patterns (e.g., for textural changes in images and frequency changes in speech) while the histogram distribution shows how often each pattern appears. These histograms are considered as the feature vectors which essentially extract the species specific genomic signatures. Here, we apply LBP to one-dimensional linear sequences.
LBP assigns a binary code to each sample by examining its neighbouring points. By considering x(t) as the t th sample of the numerical representation of a genomic segment, LBP is defined as
where p is the number of neighbouring points and Sign indicates the sign function
Sign assigns a binary number by thresholding the difference between each neighbouring point and the centre point t. Consequently, it assigns a p-bit binary number to each window of length p+1. Each binary number is converted to a LBP code using a binomial weight. An example of the LBP operator can be seen in Fig. 3 where p = 6. The value of the centred point (squared in Fig. 3 ) is compared with the six neighbouring points to produce the LBP code. This code describes the data changes locally all in a compressed format. Finally, by considering all the obtained codes, the distribution of the LBP codes can be defined as
where k = 1, 2, ..., 2 p and N is the genomic fragment length.
C. Randomised Singular Value Decomposition
A metagenomic community can be considered as a linear combination of genomic variables. The sequence of LBP codes for each genomic fragment captures the changes in the pattern (the "texture") of each distinct fragment. By representing a vector of LBP codes for each fragment, low-rank matrix approximations can be used for efficient analysis of the metagenomic data.
SVD decomposition of a matrix X is defined as
where U and V are the left and right singular vectors, Σ contains singular values, and (·) T denotes the transpose operator.
SVD can be time consuming when dealing with large scale problems such as metagenomic data analysis. Therefore, RSVD is used as an accurate and robust solution to estimate a number of dominant eigen components quicker as shown in [26] .
RSVD calculates the first ith eigen components of the data by using QR decomposition and mapping X to a smaller matrix as
where randn generates a random matrix of size of its inputs and N is the number of fragments. After decomposing B using SVD, the final factors are obtained using Q and the eigen factors of B.
D. Barnes-Hut t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
BH-tSNE has become a common technique for high dimensional data visualisation in several applications [16] . It is based on the divergence minimisation of two distributions: pairwise similarities of the input objects and the corresponding lowdimensional points. As a result, the data in the final lower dimension keeps the original local data structure.
The ordinary similarity measure of data points is defined based on normalised Gaussian kernel values that scales quadratically to the number of data points. The main objective function also has been approximated by defining the similarity function based on a number of neighbouring points [16] . In addition, a vantage-point tree is employed for rapidly finding the neighbouring points. BH-tSNE is then a more efficient (O(N logN ) ) data reduction approach and used in this paper for data visualisation.
E. Performance Evaluation
Finally, in order to check the performance, k-means++ [27] has been used to cluster the final results. The rand index [28] is calculated between the k-means++ assigned labels and the original labels to determine the performance as a measure of a clusters "purity".
III. DATASETS
To validate the effectiveness of our methodology we consider several simulated datasets as well as a real dataset. The simulated datasets used in this study have been generated using the Grinder metagenomic simulator software [29] . Our simulations mainly focused on generating datasets with two main properties of microbial communities, i.e., mixtures of different species with (i) unevenly distributed taxa and (ii) closely related taxa. In the case of unevenly distributed taxa, we have simulated five datasets consisting of seven bacterial species. Their %GC and genome size are illustrated in Table II . Each dataset has a number of genomic fragments (Fig. 4) . The five simulated datasets are as follows: each fragment with a length of 1000nt (set1), 1000nt with an error rate of 1% (set2), 1000nt with an error rate of 3% (set3), each fragment with a length of 800nt (set4) , and each fragment with a length of 400nt (set5). For closely related taxa, we have considered six bacterial species; their %GC and genome size are shown in Table III . The fragment length considered is 1000nt and the number of genomic fragments is demonstrated in Fig. 5  (set6) . Finally, an infant human gut dataset has been considered here that has been analysed in [6] for microbial genome reconstruction. They assembled the data into 2,329 contigs and assembly and binning information (carrol.scaffolds to bin.tsv) is provided in http://ggkbase.berkeley.edu/carrol/. Corresponding reads can be downloaded from the NCBI, SRA052203. It consists of 18 Illumina runs (SRR492065-66 and SRR492182-97).
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section we present our experiments and results: 1) Effect of LBP parameter tuning. For the LBP, we have to determine the optimal window length of the LBP method. Therefore, in this experiment we would like to investigate the optimal window length of the LBP that could obtain a maximum performance. 2) Effect of RSVD. The computational complexity of BHtSNE increases as the dimensions of features increase. We conjecture that giving RSVD eigengenome features as an input to BH-tSNE would achieve similar results as that of BH-tSNE but in less time. Therefore, we test to find out the optimal number of RSVD components required to obtain a closer result to that of BH-tSNE. 3) Performance of LBP+RSVD+BH-tSNE pipeline. We conduct the experiments on all the datasets using the optimal parameters achieved through the above experiments on set1. We discuss the performance of our proposed pipeline for the aforementioned simulated and real data and discuss the results in detail in the following subsections.
A. Effect of LBP Parameter Tuning
The effect of considering various LBP window lengths on performance is show in Table IV for set1. We have selected length of 8 in this work to have good performance and less time complexity. B. Effect with and without RSVD Table V demonstrates the effect of different numbers of RSVD eigen components on the final performance. It can be seen that keeping only 50 eigen components leads to very close results compared to not using RSVD, however, the time complexity improves a lot as BH-tSNE has taken around 50% less time using RSVD. 
C. Results on an Unevenly Distributed Community
For set 1, where each fragment has a length of the 1000nt, the final representation of metagenomic fragments clusters the genomic fragments of the same species together (Fig. 6 ). Our results demonstrate that visualisation of the data can help evaluate the underlying data structure. Moreover, RI is performed to demonstrate the clustering performance.
Furthermore, on the simulated metagenomic data with various error rates has been visualised in Fig. 7 . It shows, even in the presence of some error, the proposed visualisation procedure returns similar results (Table VI set2 and set3 ). Moreover, in order to check the effect of segment length on the visualisation, two metagenomic data have been simulated with genomic fragments of length 800 and 400nt. The results as illustrated in Fig. 8 still resemble the underlying data structure (Table VI set4 and set5) . However, shorter fragments can result in similar feature vector and lower performance.
D. Results on Data with Closely Related Taxa
The representation of metagenomic fragments clusters the genomic fragments of the same or closely related species together ( Fig. 9 and Table VI set6). S. amazonensis SB2B and S. suis A7 genomic contigs overlapped in two-dimensional space. However, most of the remaining genomic fragments form separate clusters.
E. Results on Real Infant Gut
11 clusters is shaped by applying the proposed method to the real human gut (Fig. 10) . S. Lugdunensis and S. Aureus contigs and also S. Hominis and S. Epidermidis contigs has been grouped together. However, the remaining of species forms separate cluster that confirm the application of the proposed method to real data. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
A metagenomic visualisation approach has been introduced by representing the nucleotide genomic fragments numerically. LBP has been employed to describe the genomic signature changes followed by a dimension reduction step to visualise the data in a lower dimension. Our results on simulated genomic fragments show the underlying taxonomic structure of the metagenomic data and verify the advantage of using signal processing approaches for metagenomic data analysis. Consequently, it shows the potential of the proposed method to analyse complex communities.
Several metagenomic communities were considered with various error levels and fragment lengths. As illustrated in Section IV, the proposed method can be used for visualisation and clustering of such data at genus or species level. In addition, only a limited number of contigs overlap with the clusters of other species. To have a better clustering, longer fragments are desirable. However, in this study we have considered only a limited number of genomic fragments of one sample, where considering their longitudinal aspects may result in better clustering of shorter fragments. 
